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Regulation 

Identifier Number
Title/Subject/Purpose Rule Type Status

1901-AB37 Enforcement of Classified Information Security Requirements:  The proposed rule amends DOE’s statutory prescribed regulation, which sets forth the 

procedural rules for the assessment of civil penalties for classified information security violations.

NOPR Drafting Notice of Proposed Rule-making for 

Federal Register

1990-AA40 Adminstrative Requirements for Other Transactions:  The proposed rule revises requirements for technology investment agreements to broaden support to all 

types of other transactions.

NOPR Withdrawn

1991-AB73 Property Management Regulation:  The proposed rule updates and eliminates inconsistencies and redundancies in DOE's personal property management 

regulations at 41 CFR 109.

NOPR Anticipate publication prior to September 15, 

2016.  Public hearing scheduled from 9 am to 11 

am, Sep 22, 2016 at Fermi Lab.
1991-AB82 Acquisition Regulation: Patents, Data, and Copyrights- The proposed rule updates, clarifies and streamlines text in certain DOE intellectual property and 

technology transfer clauses, and, where necessary, makes these DOE clauses consistent with recent changes to the FAR.  The changes include policy revisions 

for computer software developed under DOE contracts, and amends guidance regarding technology transfers to foreign entities, trademarks associated with 

laboratory activities, and background technology rights under DOE contracts.

Final Reviewing public comments and drafting Final 

Rule for Federal Register

1991-AB92 Acquisition Regulation: The proposed rule updates the DEAR coverage of small business and other socio-economic programs (DEAR Part 919) to bring the DEAR 

up to date with FAR changes.

NOPR Withdrawn

1991-AC03 Nondisplacement of Qualified Workers Under Service Contracts and Other Changes to the Contractor Purchasing System Clause: The proposed rule amends 

the DEAR to address the applicability of Executive Order 13495 as implemented by FAR subpart 22.12 to its management and operating contracts and 

subcontracts under such contracts and makes other changes to its contractor purchasing system clause for management and operating contracts.

Final Reviewing public comments and drafting Final 

Rule for Federal Register

1991-AC06 Acquisition Regulation:  Provisional payment of fee - The proposed rule revises to the DEAR to allow contracting officers to adjust total fee paid at end of 

contract performance based on specific criteria.

NOPR Withdrawn

1991-AC09 Financial Assistance Regulation:  The proposed rule prescribes responsibilities, general rules, and procedures for non-Federal entities to identify, evaluate, 

resolve, and report organizational conflicts of interest in Financial Assistance applications.

NOPR Drafting Notice of Proposed Rule-making for 

Federal Register

1991-AC11 Acquisition Regulation:  Access to and Ownership of Records - The proposed rule finalizes the class deviation issued in 2015 by modifying 970.5204-3 to (1) 

remove the sample list of employment-related records; and (2) modify the flow down requirement for subcontracts.  

NOPR Drafting Notice of Proposed Rule-making for 

Federal Register

1992-AA39 Chronic Beryllium Disease Prevention Program:  The proposed rule amendments would improve and strengthen the current rule provisions and continue to be 

applicable to DOE Federal and contractor employees who are, were, or potentially exposed to beryllium at DOE sites. 

Final Reviewing public comments and drafting Final 

Rule for Federal Register

1992–AA52 Procedural Rules for DOE Nuclear Activities: The proposed rule clarifies the Department may assess civil penalties against certain contractors and 

subcontractors for violations of the prohibition against retaliating against an employee who reports violations of law, mismanagement, waste, abuse, or 

dangerous/unsafe workplace conditions, among other protected activities, concerning nuclear safety.

Final NOPR published at 81 FR 53337.  Public 

comments due 9/12/16.
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